According to Paulus, coinage originated from the need for a common medium of exchange.
of the same silver coin types had always been large without demonstrable effects on circulation patterns. 5 Nevertheless, 'you can't fool all of the people all of the time'. The debasement of the silver coinage could not be hidden from assayers and bankers. Through them, the general public must have been able to know -if they cared. The introduction of the antoninianus in 215 tariffed at 2 denarii but weighing only 1.5, betrays the confidence the imperial administration had that its manipulations would be accepted. It was a handsome coin, even though it contained less than 50% silver. There was little enthusiasm at first and its production was stopped after a few years. But its reintroduction in 238 on a massive scale and the near simultaneous abandoning of the denarius production doesn't appear to have caused much concern. The appearance of antoniniani together with denarii in hoards confirms the trust they inspired. 6 Its average weight declined from 4.5 g to a little under 4 g under Decius, but this was masked by the traditionally wide margins allowed for silver coin. However, in the 250's and 260's the antoninianus rapidly deteriorated in silver content and weight to a miserable shadow of its former self.
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The Egyptian monetary system was long dominated by the base silver tetradrachms (13 g, ca.
16% silver) introduced by Nero in 64 CE, officially equated to 1 denarius. 8 In 176/7 Marcus Aurelius issued a small emission of under weight further debased tetradrachms (ca. 12 g, ca.
8% silver), which Commodus adopted as his new standard. From the 180's until ca. 250 this 'commodian' standard was followed and although output decreased, it was well respected until the sole reign of Gallienus (260 CE). From then on the Alexandrian tetradrachms suffered the same rapid deterioration as the antoninianus.
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The most innovative feature of the Augustan system, was the regularity and abundance of its gold currency. 10 Aurei had a face value of 25 denarii and the Pompeian evidence shows that 6 Bland and Lo Cascio believe the antoninianus was (re)tariffed to 1.5 denarii, corresponding to the silver content in both. In 215 Caracalla reduced the weight standard to 1/50 of a pound (average 6.57 g), which was followed until Alexander Severus. Initially quality control was very strict (none of Caracalla's debased aurei deviate more than 5% from the average), but it soon slackened. Average weight of Alexander's aurei is 6.39 g. VarCo has risen to 6.2%. 33.3% deviate more than 5% from the average, 11.1% even more than 10%.
Maximinus Thrax virtually abandoned gold coinage. Gordian III resumed it at a much lower standard and at more erratic weights. The average weight of his aurei is 4.89 g with a VarCo of 5.8 %; 40% deviate more than 5%, 7.1% deviate more 10%. Philip's aurei weigh an average 4.62 g, VarCo is 7%; 39.4% deviate more than 5%, 15.2% more than 10%.
Since Gallus gold was minted at so widely different weights, that it is impossible to recognise any 'standard' any more. Most specimens weigh less than 4 grams. Occasionally heavy aurei were minted and radiates that were presumably intended as double-aurei. Valerian took the final step of downgrading the purity sometimes down to ca. 65%.
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Some improvement was made under Aurelian -who restored purity to 98% -but metrological accuracy remained a distant dream. Dio's claim that Caracalla 'adulterated' the silver and gold coinage may reveal discontent over Caracalla's introduction of the antoninianus and the reduction of the gold standard.
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Early Severan denarii dominate hoards until Gordian III, while early antoniniani were avoided. 24 But that does not mean that these circulated at a discount or were avoided as means of payment. Until the 250's antoniniani were still avoided in saving hoards, but they dominate circulation hoards.
Egyptian hoards show that Commodus's tetradrachms were avoided for saving purposes until the sole rule of Gallienus, when they suddenly appear in substantial numbers. Die studies suggest that Commodus' issues were large. 25 They mixed in with the mass of 'neronian' tetradrachms for almost a century. Papyri don't show a trace of their rejection as means of payment.
These observations are well in line with Gresham's law, predicting that when coins of a reduced silver or gold content are brought into circulation at the same nominal value as coins with a significantly higher gold or silver content, the latter will be preferred for savings and exports. Gresham's law is not an indication of primitiveness. Significantly, it presupposes that legal tender laws are effective in enforcing the equal face value of 'good' and 'bad' money.
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The reduction of the silver content of the US half-dollar in 1965 from 90% pure to 40% drove the former out of circulation.
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Inflation
Monetarist theory predicts that Gresham's law provokes inflation because sellers anticipate that they will be paid in 'bad' money and raise their prices in response. However, it now seems almost certain that such a 'monetary' inflation did not occur before at least the second quos), indicate that the sum in gold was not a closed deposit but a normal bank deposit.
Apparently, the banker kept separate accounts for sums in gold and sums in bronze and silver, implying that they had to be handled differently. 39 Paulus notes that a creditor could not be forced to accept payment in a different 'form' of coins (aliam formam) if this would be to his detriment. 40 Obviously, face values remained fixed. Florentinus claims stipulations were valid if the promised sum equalled the stipulated sum, even if the former was expressed in aurei and the latter in denarii. 41 In stead of thinking in terms of a fixed exchange rate, therefore, we should think in terms of a guaranteed nominal value, above which a premium could be set, linked to the commission charged by exchange banks. Exchange commissions in Pergamon were fixed by the city, but there was clearly no general rule. P.Sarap 90 shows strategoi could intervene to check excesses, but they did so on an ad hoc basis.
The existence of variable inter-currency commissions and premiums helps to explain the strength of the Augustan system. Fluctuations in bullion value could easily be smoothed out.
When the silver currency degraded, exchange commissions (the 'price' of gold coin) may simply have risen.
A crucial role was played by bankers. As long as bankers could be relied upon to accept coins at face value plus a reasonable commission, the actual bullion value of coins was irrelevant.
The administration did not have the means to enforce nominal values in private transactions, but control on professional bankers was easy. Not coincidentally, the Athenian legal tender law of 375/4 BCE focused on dokimastai. 42 In Rome as well in 85 BCE Gratidianus focused on nummularii to remedy a monetary crisis.
Currency discontent
A famous papyrus from Oxyrhynchus from 260 CE shows exchange bankers closing in order to avoid having to change the 'imperial money'. The strategos ordered the exchange bankers to reopen and accept all genuine coins and warned businessmen to do the same. 44 In 266 CE we find for the first time transactions being expressed in 'ptolemaeic' or 'old silver' as opposed to 'new silver'. 45 'Commodian' tetradrachms now begin to turn up in significant numbers in hoards.
There is no indication, however, that 'old' silver circulated at a premium. One papyrus (from 289 CE) indicates that at least in some cases loans expressed in 'Ptolemaic' silver could be repaid in the same amount of 'new' silver.
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These data indicate discontent with the debased currency of Gallienus and his successors. As the heterogeneity of the currency increased, bankers found it increasingly difficult to buy gold and 'old' silver. Presumably, local regulations limited their possibility to raise exchange commissions.
Aurelian
Around 274 CE papyri document a sudden tenfold increase in prices. 47 The change is so abrupt and huge that it cannot have been merely an Egyptian phenomenon. Remarkably, prices afterwards again stabilised until Diocletian's reform in 296 CE. Bankers and moneylenders as well continue to appear in papyri.
Such a phenomenal leap preceded and followed by price stability, cannot seriously be attributed to inflation. It indicates a devaluation by imperial decree and must be tied to these theories here. Most likely, however, the face value of the aureus was drastically altered, perhaps with the additional prevision that inter-currency commissions and premiums would fluctuate according to weight. The XXI mark as well probably refers to a new face value attributed to the antoninianus.
Aurelian's reform heralded a new era. From now on, the central denomination in the monetary system, was not a silver coin -however much debased -but a silver-clad coin. The system he devised was not merely a quantitative improvement of the horrible coinage of the 250-260's, but was a qualitatively different system, with different nominal values and exchange rates.
Significantly, however, Aurelian did not change the material aspects of currency or exchange practices. His new radiates appeared simply as an improvement on the radiates in circulation,
his aureus as an improvement on those in circulation.
The monetary stability documented in the Egyptian papyri between 275-296 CE shows that the reform worked. Although it undoubtedly impoverished those who had savings in silver or bronze, it did not affect those with savings in gold or kind. Whether it succeeded in drawing back gold currency into circulation -if that was the intention -is hard to tell. Stray finds of aurei minted since the 260's appear to increase, which might indicate an increased circulation since the 270's. But, the numbers are too low to constitute more than a hint.
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Diocletian
The breakdown of monetary stability came only after Diocletian's reforms. Curiously the Price Edict lists gold coin as a commodity, setting a maximum price of 72,000 d.c. per pound (1200 d.c. per aureus). This doesn't imply that gold coins did not enjoy a guaranteed nominal value, but that exchange commissions and surcharges were allowed to fluctuate. Perhaps the provision was intended to prevent competition between the old and new aurei.
The half-hearted attempt to reintroduce the neronian denarius -now called argenteus -which had been so successful before, and the choice made in favour of the silver-clad nummus, which replaced Aurelian's radiate as the central denomination, is remarkable. To argue that mass production of the nummus required so much silver, that not enough was left for the argenteus, is circular reasoning. Why didn't Diocletian opt for the Augustan solution, combining a high value argenteus, with supplementary denominations in bronze ? 48 Bland 1996, op.cit. (n. 6), 91.
